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ABSTRACT Highly sensitive and selective DNA detection plays a central role in many fields of research, and various assay platforms
have been developed. Compared to homogeneous DNA detection, surface-immobilized probes allow washing steps and signal
amplification to give higher sensitivity. Previously research was focused on developing glass or gold-based surfaces for DNA
immobilization; we herein report hydrogel-immobilized DNA. Specifically, acrydite-modified DNA was covalently functionalized to
the polyacrylamide hydrogel during gel formation. There are several advantages of these DNA-functionalized monolithic hydrogels.
First, they can be easily handled in a way similar to that in homogeneous assays. Second, they have a low optical background where,
in combination with DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticles, even ∼0.1 nM target DNA can be visually detected. By using the attached
gold nanoparticles to catalyze the reduction of Ag+, as low as 1 pM target DNA can be detected. The gels can be regenerated by a
simple thermal treatment, and the regenerated gels perform similarly to freshly prepared ones. The amount of gold nanoparticles
adsorbed through DNA hybridization decreases with increasing gel percentage. Other parameters including the DNA concentration,
DNA sequence, ionic strength of the solution, and temperature have also been systematically characterized in this study.
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INTRODUCTION

Highly sensitive DNA detection plays a central role
in many fields of research including genomics,
disease diagnosis, bacterial and viral detection,

forensic science, and bioanalytical chemistry (1-4). One of
the standard methods for ultrasensitive DNA detection is the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which usually requires a
thermocycler in the molecular biology laboratory setting.
This has led to an active pursuit in the development of other
methods to minimize the use of sophisticated instrumenta-
tion. DNA detection can be achieved using either homoge-
neous assays or surface-immobilized probes. In the case of
homogeneous assays, both sensor and target DNA are
dissolved in the same solution and a signal is generated
without a separation step. Such assays are preferred because
of their simplicity. The sensitivity, however, is limited by the
background signal because there are no separation steps and
it is difficult for signal amplification to occur. On the other
hand, rigorous washing steps can be performed for im-
mobilized probes to minimize nonspecific binding, and
signal amplification mechanisms can be introduced to achieve
high sensitivity (5, 6). The operation, however, is more
complex in comparison to homogeneous assays.

The majority of the early work for DNA detection em-
ployed fluorophores, enzymes, or radioisotopes as labels (7).
While these labels allow highly sensitive DNA detection,

specialized instruments or signal development steps are
required. In the past 15 years, metallic nanoparticles have
emerged as a new class of colorimetric labels for ultrasen-
sitive bioassays (1, 3, 8-11). In comparison to organic dyes,
metallic nanoparticles possess much higher extinction coef-
ficients (e.g., 3-5 orders of magnitude higher than organic
dyes), allowing visual detection at the nano- to picomolar
concentrations (12). Similar to enzymes, metallic nanopar-
ticles such as gold and platinum also possess catalytic
activities, which can be used for signal amplification. Gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) are particularly attractive because
thiol-modified DNA can be attached via the well-established
thiol-gold chemistry.

There are several assay platforms designed for AuNP-
based DNA detection, and homogeneous assays were de-
veloped first (1, 13, 14). In a typical system, two kinds of
DNA-functionalized AuNPs were prepared with different
DNA sequences so that the addition of the target DNA
induces AuNP aggregation, which is accompanied by a red-
to-purple color change due to surface plasmon coupling.
Subnanomolar DNA can be detected using this method.
However, the red-to-purple color change is not very sensitive
to the human eye, especially at low target concentrations,
making it necessary to perform a color enhancement step
by spotting the solution on a white background, such as a
thin-layer chromatography plate (1, 13). AuNP probes have
also been used for immobilized DNA sensors (5, 15). In
general, one DNA probe is immobilized on a glass surface
and the other probe is attached to AuNPs. In the presence
of the target DNA, the AuNPs are immobilized on the glass
surface. The immobilized AuNPs can catalyze the reduction
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of silver ions to metallic silver to enhance the optical density
on the surface. With multiple amplification steps, a sensitiv-
ity similar to that of the PCR can be achieved (16).

While glass and gold surfaces are among those most
frequently used for DNA immobilization, other surfaces such
as paper (17-19), diamond (20), silicon (21), and lipid
bilayer (22) have also been tested. We seek to engineer
surfaces that allow convenient operation like in homoge-
neous assays, can be observed by the naked eye with a low
optical background, and can still maintain the signal ampli-
fication capability of immobilized sensors. Hydrogels are
cross-linked hydrophilic polymers that have attracted much
recent research interest in many fields, including the making
of sensors (23-28). Hydrogels are ideal for immobilization
of biomolecules because the majority of their volume is
water and biomolecules can maintain their native structure
and function (29-32). A number of DNA-functionalized
hydrogels have been reported for various applications
(23-26, 33-41). Most of the work done on hydrogel-based
sensors has focused on gel physical properties (e.g., swelling
or phase transition) for making stimuli-responsive smart
materials (42-44). Other signaling mechanisms such as
electrochemical detection have also been demonstrated,
while few examples of optical sensors are known (25, 30,
45-49). In particular, very few colorimetric sensors have
been reported (25, 45, 50, 51). We are interested in making
hydrogel-based colorimetric sensors because hydrogels are
transparent and can therefore be observed with a low optical
background, allowing a low concentration of labels to be
visually detected. Herein, we demonstrate that highly sensi-
tive colorimetric DNA detection can be prepared using DNA-
functionalized monolithic hydrogels and AuNPs. The kinetics
of color change, melting property, effect of the hydrogel
percentage and DNA concentration, and hydrogel regenera-
tion have been systematically studied.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. All of the DNA samples were purchased from

Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). See Table 1 for
DNA sequences and modifications. A 29:1 gel stock solution of
40% acrylamide/bisacrylamide, ammonium persulfate (APS),
and N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were pur-
chased from VWR (Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), NaNO3, NaCl, tris(hydroxymethyl)ami-
nomethane (Tris), and 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethane-
sulfonic acid (HEPES) were purchased from Mandel Scientific
(Guelph, Ontario, Canada). SYBR Green I (10 000×) in dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad,
CA). Colloidal AuNPs (50 nm) were purchased from Ted Pella
(Redding, CA). The silver enhancement kit and tris(2-carboxy-
ethyl)phosphine (TCEP) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
For most of the experiments, Tris nitrate at pH 8.0 was used to
maintain the pH. Millipore water was used for all of the
experiments.

Preparation of DNA-Functionalized Hydrogels. Monolithic
polyacrylamide hydrogels were prepared by mixing the follow-
ing solutions: 40% gel stock solution (29:1), NaNO3 (2 M), Tris
nitrate (pH 8.0, 0.5 M), acrydite DNA (0.5 mM), and water. This
solution contained a final gel percentage of 4%, 100 mM
NaNO3, 50 mM Tris nitrate, and 10 µM DNA. To initiate
polymerization, an initiator solution was added. The initiator
solution was immediately used after the preparation by dissolv-

ing 50 mg of APS in 500 µL of water, to which 25 µL of TEMED
was added (24, 35). In the final solution, the volume of the
initiator was kept at 5%. A 96-well plate was used to prepare
the gel, and to each well was added 75 µL of the gel solution.
After 1 h of polymerization at room temperature, the formed
hydrogels were washed three times by soaking the gels in 100
mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6 (at least 3 h for each soaking).
The purpose of this was to remove unreacted monomers,
initiators, and free DNA. Subsequent to soaking, each gel was
transferred to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and was ready for
use. For some experiments, different gel percentages were
used. To quantify the DNA conjugation efficiency, a SYBR Green
I based assay was used, as described in the literature (28).

Preparation of DNA-Functionalized AuNPs. AuNPs of 13 nm
were prepared and functionalized as described in the literature
(13). AuNPs of 50 nm were functionalized following protocols
described in the literature with slight modifications (52). The
thiol-modified DNA was first activated with a 1-fold excess of
TCEP for 1 h at room temperature. The 50 nm AuNPs were
mixed with 1 µM activated thiol DNA for 1 h in the presence of
0.01% SDS. The sample was brought to 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.6,
with 50 mM NaCl and incubated for another 1 h. The sample
was then sonicated for 10 s, and to this was added another
portion of 50 mM NaCl. After overnight incubation, the AuNPs
were ready for use and can survive the 300 mM NaCl required
for our experiment.

DNA Detection and Silver Enhancement. For DNA detec-
tion, each gel was soaked in 1 mL of buffer containing 1.2 nM
13 nm AuNPs and varying concentrations of the target DNA in
300 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6. After 2 h at room
temperature, the supernatant was removed and the gels were
resuspended in the same buffer and imaged. Because of the self-
aggregation tendency of 50 nm AuNPs (53), detection with 50
nm AuNPs was carried out at 50 °C. For silver enhancement,
solutions A and B from the kit were mixed 1:1 right before use.
Each gel after AuNP binding was soaked in buffer (50 mM
NaNO3, 10 mM Tris nitrate, pH 8.0) three times at 4 °C to
remove free AuNPs and Cl-. The gels were then each mixed
with 1 mL of the mixed silver enhancement solution and were
soaked in the dark for 1 h at room temperature.

Melting Curves and Kinetics. To measure melting curves, a
gel (75 µL) with immobilized AuNPs was soaked in a buffer (20
mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.6) twice for 1 h at 4 °C and
placed in a quartz microcuvette containing 400 µL of the same
buffer. The gel sizes are large enough to sit on top of the optical
window for detection but still small enough to move freely in
the buffer. The cuvette was sealed on the top by parafilm to
prevent evaporation. Extinction at 520 nm was then monitored
as a function of the temperature using an Agilent 8453 spec-
trophotometer. The temperature was increased at a rate of 1
°C/min. The sample was equilibrated for 3 min at each tem-
perature before the measurement was taken. To monitor free

Table 1. Different DNA Sequences and
Modifications Used in This Worka

name sequences and modifications (listed from 5′ to 3′)

acrydite DNA Acrydite-CTTCTTTCTTCCCCTTGTTTGTTG
thiol DNA TCACAGATGCGTAAAAAAAAA-SH
FAM DNA FAM-CACTGACCTGGG
target DNA TTTACGCATCTGTGACAACAAACAAGGGGA
G · T mismatch TTTACGTATCTGTGACAACAAACAAGGGGA
G · A mismatch TTTACGAATCTGTGACAACAAACAAGGGGA
G · G mismatch TTTACGGATCTGTGACAACAAACAAGGGGA
FAM linker CCCAGGTCAGTGCAACAAACAAGGGGA
c-acrydite DNA CAACAAACAAGGGGAAGAAAGAAG

a The mutated nucleotides in the mismatched DNAs are high-
lighted by an underline.
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DNA melting, the involved DNAs were annealed at a concentra-
tion of 1 µM in the same buffer in 400 µL. The samples were
run side-by-side to minimize systematic errors. For kinetic
measurements, the gels were soaked in buffers containing
varying concentrations of NaCl in the presence of 1.2 nM, 13
nm AuNP and 10 nM linker DNA and the decrease of the
solution-phase AuNP extinction was monitored as a function of
time.

FAM DNA Immobilization. FAM DNA and FAM linker (200
nM) were incubated with each gel in 1 mL of buffer containing
300 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6. After 1 h, the gels were
washed and dispersed in the same buffer and were imaged by
excitation at 245 nm with a hand-held UV lamp.

Hydrogel Regeneration. After adsorption of AuNPs or the
FAM DNA to the hydrogel surface, the hydrogels were regener-
ated by washing the gels twice in a buffer containing 5 mM
HEPES at 50 °C for 10 min. After washing, the gels have lost
most of the AuNPs or FAM-labeled DNA. The regenerated gels
were then tested for adsorption of AuNPs or the FAM DNA in
the presence of linker DNA using the protocol described above.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design of Hydrogel-Based Colorimetric DNA

Sensors. The colorimetric sensor is constructed as shown
in Figure 1. There are two kinds of probe DNA molecules.
One is modified with an acrydite on the 5′ end to achieve
covalent attachment to the polyacrylamide hydrogel matrix.
The gel was prepared by mixing acrylamide, bisacrylamide,
acrydite-modified DNA, and an initiator in a total volume of
75 µL. After 1 h of incubation at room temperature, the gel
was formed with the DNA covalently attached to the gel.
Nonincorporated DNA, free monomers, and initiators were
removed by soaking the gels in a buffer. The other DNA
contained a 3′-thiol modification for attachment to AuNPs.
In the presence of the target DNA, the AuNPs are linked to
the hydrogel surface to produce a red color on the gel
surface. Because of their very high extinction coefficient,
AuNPs can offer high sensitivity for visual detection. The
sensitivity can be further increased by using the AuNPs as a
catalyst for the reduction of silver ions to metallic silver to
give a black color.

Effect of the Acrydite DNA Concentration. Be-
cause the acrydite DNA was attached to the hydrogel during
its formation, DNA molecules are present not only on the
gel surface but also inside the gel. To identify the optimal
DNA concentration, eight gels formed in the presence of
0-10 µM acrydite DNA were prepared. The gels were
incubated with 1.2 nM of 13 nm AuNPs and 10 nM target
DNA for 2 h at room temperature. After the reaction, the

color in the supernatant solution was still quite red for all of
the samples, suggesting that AuNPs were in excess and the
limiting factor should be the acrydite DNA density on the
hydrogel surface. As shown in Figure 2A, the color progres-
sively increased with increasing DNA concentration. If the
acrydite DNA concentration was lower than 0.3 µM, barely
any red color could be observed on the gels. In the absence
of the acrydite DNA, there was almost no optical back-
ground, allowing a very small amount of AuNPs to be
observed. This suggests that the nonspecific binding be-
tween the hydrogel and AuNP was very low. With >2.5 µM
DNA, the gel showed a saturated intense red color. There-
fore, we chose to use 10 µM DNA for subsequent experi-
ments to ensure that there was sufficient DNA on the
hydrogel surface. If the gel was prepared with the same DNA
sequence but without acrydite modification, no AuNPs as-
sociated with the gel surface (Figure 2B). This is attributed
to the lost DNA during the gel soaking in a buffer, suggesting
that a covalent linkage is extremely important for the
function of the gel.

Effect of the Hydrogel Percentage. Next the effect
of the hydrogel percentage on AuNP immobilization was
tested. With a higher gel percentage, the gel becomes harder
and more brittle, while very low percentage gels (e.g., <3%)
are very soft and difficult to handle. Therefore, polyacryla-
mide gels in the range of 4-20% have been prepared and
incubated with AuNPs and target DNA. As shown in Figure
2C, the highest color intensity was observed with the 4%
hydrogel and the color progressively decreased with higher
gel percentages. The same trend was observed if the AuNP

FIGURE 1. Schematic presentation of using DNA-functionalized
hydrogels and AuNPs for colorimetric DNA detection. Transparent
gels change color to red in the presence of the target DNA. Signal
amplification can be achieved by reducing Ag+ in the presence of
AuNPs to coat the gel with metallic silver.

FIGURE 2. (A) DNA detection using hydrogels prepared with varying
acrydite DNA concentrations. A higher DNA concentration gives
higher color intensity. (B) Test of the importance of a covalent DNA
linkage in the hydrogel. Without the acrydite group, no AuNP is
immobilized and the gel cannot detect DNA. (C) Effect of the
hydrogel percentage. All of the gels were prepared with 10 µM DNA.
(D) Fraction of acrydite DNA incorporated in various percentage gels.
Higher percentage gels contained more DNA. (E) Effect of the
hydrogel percentage on immobilization of a FAM-labeled DNA
through a linker DNA. (F and G) Photographs of 4% gels in parts C
and E, respectively, after cutting with a razor blade. Only one of the
surfaces has the AuNP or FAM label. The picture in part G was taken
under 254 nm UV excitation. This result shows that only AuNPs or
FAM DNA on the gel surface contributes to the observed optical
signals.
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probe was replaced by a FAM-labeled DNA (Figure 2E).
Under UV excitation, the lower percentage gels also showed
a much brighter fluorescence. The AuNPs (13 nm diameter)
are much larger compared to the fluorophore label and can
form multivalent linkages on the gel surface. The fact that
these two probes showed a similar gel-percentage-depend-
ent adsorption suggests that the inhibition of adsorption for
high percentage gels is independent of the label. These
experiments suggest that either fewer DNAs were incorpo-
rated in higher percentage gels or there was a lower density
of DNA on the surface of higher percentage gels.

To test the main contributing factor, the acrydite DNA
concentrations in the gels were quantified. The freshly
prepared gels were soaked in a buffer for 1 day, and the
soaking solutions were mixed with the cDNA of the acrydite
DNA and SYBR Green I. SYBR Green I is fluorescent only in
the presence of double-stranded DNA to give a green fluo-
rescence. As shown in Figure 2D, a linear relationship was
obtained from this experiment and more acrydite DNA was
incorporated into higher percentage gels. For example, close
to 60% DNA was attached to the 4% gel while ∼80% DNA
was in the 20% gel. Therefore, the lower AuNP or fluores-
cence intensity cannot be explained by the amount of DNA
attached to the hydrogels.

To test whether the nanoparticle or fluorescent probes
can penetrate into the interior of the gels, 4% gels were
reacted with the AuNP or fluorophore probes and then cut
with a razor blade such that only one surface was the original
surface. From the images shown in Figure 2F,G, no AuNP
or fluorophore can be detected by visual inspection in the
interior of the gels and most of the color was on the surface.
Taken together, the higher AuNP or fluorophore density in
lower percentage gels should be attributed to the higher
availability of surface DNA. Higher percentage gels have a
smaller pore size and therefore smaller surface area, which
may decrease the number of DNA units on the surface and
contribute to the observations. Therefore, we chose to use
4% gels for subsequent experiments.

Hybridization Kinetics. DNA hybridization is strongly
dependent upon the salt concentration. For DNA hybridiza-
tion in solution, a higher salt generally offers faster hybrid-
ization kinetics. To study the DNA binding kinetics on the
hydrogel surface, we have soaked gels in a solution contain-
ing DNA-functionalized AuNPs and target DNA at three
different NaCl concentrations (10, 300, and 500 mM). The
binding kinetics was monitored by the decrease of AuNP
extinction at 520 nm in the solution phase. With a low salt
concentration, the binding of AuNPs to the gel surface was
very slow (Figure 3, black curve). Increasing the salt con-
centration to 300 mM increased the binding kinetics and
about one-third of the AuNPs adsorbed onto the gel surface
in 2 h. A further increase of NaCl to 500 mM did not
significantly improve the kinetics. Therefore, 300 mM NaCl
was chosen for subsequent experiments.

Melting Curve. One of the important tools to charac-
terize DNA and DNA-linked nanoparticles is melting studies
where, as the temperature increases, double-stranded DNA

dissociates and disrupts DNA linkages. In general, melting
transitions are sharper in DNA-assembled nanostructures
because of multivalent and cooperative DNA binding (12, 54).
As shown in Figure 4A, the gels with immobilized AuNPs
were soaked in temperature-controlled quartz microcu-
vettes. Initially, there was no extinction from the buffer. As
the temperature was increased, AuNPs started to dissociate
from the gel surface and the buffer became red. Some of
the temperature-dependent extinction spectra are shown in
Figure 4B, and the sharpest transition is observed around
44 °C. The melting curve was obtained by plotting the 520
nm extinction as a function of the temperature (Figure 4C,
blue curve). For comparison, the same DNA sequences
without AuNPs or gel were also melted under identical
conditions (red curve). We performed this analysis by
monitoring the hyperchromic effect of DNA at 260 nm.
Indeed, the melting transition is broader compared to the
AuNP-gel system (12), although these two systems showed
identical melting temperatures (Tm). This experiment con-
firms that AuNPs were indeed linked to the gel surface
through reversible DNA linkages, and gel surfaces were
similar to other solid surfaces in terms of DNA melting
properties (12). The relatively sharp melting transitions in
our system may allow detection of DNA targets containing
mismatches.

Sensitivity and Selectivity. With an understanding
of the gel and AuNP properties, we next tested the sensitivity
and selectivity of the gel for DNA detection. The 4% gels
were soaked in 1 mL of buffer containing 1.2 nM AuNPs and
varying concentrations of the target DNA. After 2 h, buffer
was removed and the gels were soaked in new buffers
without AuNPs. The gels were then imaged using a digital
camera. As shown in Figure 5A, a slight red color can be
observed with 0.1 nM target DNA and higher than 1 nM DNA
generated an intense red color. This sensitivity is similar to
those reported with other surfaces without signal amplifica-
tion steps (5, 55). To improve the sensitivity, we first tested
larger AuNPs. Compared to 13 nm AuNPs, 50 nm ones have
an extinction coefficient of more than 2 orders of magnitude
higher (12, 52, 56). Therefore, for the same number of
adsorbed AuNPs, larger ones should give higher color
intensity.

Under experimental conditions (300 mM NaCl), we no-
ticed that 50 nm AuNPs self-aggregated at room temperature

FIGURE 3. Kinetics of AuNP adsorption on the hydrogel surface at
different salt concentrations.
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to change color to blue. Upon heating of the sample to 50
°C, the AuNPs disassembled to give a red color. Therefore,
we chose to link the 50 nm AuNPs to hydrogel at 50 °C to
eliminate the self-aggregation of heavily DNA-functionalized
large AuNPs (53). Tm of the AuNP/gel hybrid was much
higher than 50 °C, and this hybrid can still form. As shown
in Figure 5D, a similar color response was observed. For the
same linker DNA concentration, however, the 50 nm AuNPs

were even less intense compared to the 13 nm ones.
Because the extinction coefficient of 50 nm AuNPs is about
2 orders of magnitude higher than that of the 13 nm ones,
this experiment suggests that the adsorbed 50 nm AuNPs
were 2 orders of magnitude lower in number. The difference
may be explained by the pore size of the hydrogel. For
example, it is likely that our hydrogel has a pore size
between 13 and 50 nm.

FIGURE 4. (A) Experimental setup for measuring hydrogel DNA melting curves. The gel with immobilized AuNPs was immersed in the buffer.
Upon melting, AuNPs dissociate from the gel and are detected by an increase in the extinction of the buffer. (B) Selected spectra at several
temperatures. (C) Melting curves of free DNA (monitored at 260 nm) and a hydrogel/AuNP conjugate (monitored at 520 nm). The curves were
normalized for comparison of the transition sharpness and Tm. (D) Melting curves of a hydrogel/AuNP conjugate containing mismatched DNA
targets.

FIGURE 5. Sensitivity of DNA detection with 13 nm AuNPs (A) and after silver enhancement (B) and with 50 nm AuNPs (D). (C) Quantification
of darkness in part B. Selectivity test with perfectly matched target DNA and DNA targets containing single base mismatches at 25 °C (E) and
38 °C (F). Test of hydrogel sensor regeneration with AuNPs (G) and FAM-labeled DNA (H). In parts G and H, the tubes marked 1-3 contained
freshly prepared gels, gels after the regeneration treatment, and regenerated gels reacted with AuNPs or FAM-labeled DNA, respectively.
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Because using larger AuNPs produced limited improve-
ment on sensitivity, we next tested the use of immobilized
AuNPs to catalyze the growth of silver. The gels were soaked
using a commercial silver enhancement kit. After 1 h, the
gels were taken out of the soaking solutions and imaged by
a digital camera. As shown in Figure 5B, 13 nm AuNPs were
able to catalyze the silver reduction reaction, and as quanti-
fied in Figure 5C, ∼1 pM DNA can be detected, and this
sensitivity is also comparable to the other surfaces after
similar silver treatment steps (5, 55).

To test the selectivity of the gel-based detection system,
target DNA molecules containing single base mismatches
were used to immobilize AuNPs. All of the samples showed
a similar red color at 25 °C (Figure 5E), suggesting that the
mismatched DNAs were also quite stable in forming the
linkages. The melting curves of these materials are shown
in Figure 4D, and the matched DNA has a Tm of at least 15
°C higher compared to those of mismatched ones. There-
fore, by warming of the gels to 38 °C, AuNPs linked by
mismatched DNA were dissociated while the perfectly
matched target was still capable of maintaining the AuNPs
(Figure 5F).

Regeneration is one of the advantages of immobilized
sensors. Because the AuNPs are attached to the gel via DNA
linkages, regeneration can be achieved using a simple
thermal denaturation step. To test this, the gel with AuNPs
attached (Figure 5G, gel 1) was heated in a low ionic strength
buffer (5 mM HEPES, pH 7.6) at 50 °C for 10 min. The
majority of the AuNPs were released from the gel surface
and the gel appeared to be transparent (Figure 5G, gel 2).
When this regenerated gel was used, a color similar to that
of the freshly prepared gel (Figure 5G, gel 3) was observed.
The same trend was also observed when the FAM DNA was
used (Figure 5H). These experiments suggest that the DNA
density on the gel surface did not change after regeneration
and the hydrogels can be easily regenerated.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated that monolithic

hydrogels can be used as a surface for DNA immobilization
with a very low optical background. A very low concentra-
tion of target DNA can be visually detected with DNA-
functionalized AuNP probes. Compared to other commonly
used surfaces for DNA immobilization, hydrogels can be
molded into arbitrary shapes and handled in a way similar
to that of homogeneous assays while still allowing washing
and signal amplification to increase the sensitivity. A major
advantage of hydrogels is the high capacity of AuNP adsorp-
tion, allowing convenient visual detection without the aid of
any analytical instrument. At the same time, the hydrogel
can be regenerated by a simple heat treatment. As demon-
strated in this work, hydrogel-based surfaces have similar
sensitivity compared to glass surfaces for DNA detection.
The ability for the gel surface to adsorb AuNPs is affected
by the gel percentage, DNA concentration, salt, and tem-
perature. All of these parameters have been systematically
characterized in this study.
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